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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION III

IE Investigation Report No.: 50-254/78-10; 50-265/79-08

Subject: Coroonwealth Edison Company
P. O. Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690
License No. DPR-29; DPR-30

Allegations regarding improper security guard
qualifications.

Facility Name: Quad-Cities Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2

Investigation At: Quad-Cities Site, Cordova, Illinois
Burns International, Rockford, Illinois

Period of Investigation: November 1-3 and 7-8, 1978; and February 2, 1979

Investigator: M[[d 3/.29'[9[
E. Foster V(dath).

329!?9Inspector: . ).

.'J. MadedaC (date)

3 ! 27 !77Reviewed By: >

J/ F. Donahue , Thie f (8 ate)
Security and Investigation

Section

Reviewed By: [$ ou2% 3/t3 [7 7
C. E. Norelius (date)
Assistant to the Director

Investigation Summary

Investigation on November 1-3 and 7-8, 1978; and February 2, 1979 (Report,
No. 50-254/79-10; 50-265/79-08'i
Areas Inspected: Special, unannounced investigation of allegations regarding
firearms qualifications for security personnel; review of pertinent records,
interviews with present and former security personnel, review of contractor's
records. The investigation involved 68 inspector-hours onsite by two NRC
inspectors.

Results: No items of noncompliance with NRC requirements were identified.
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INTRODUCTION

The Quad-Cities, Units 1 and 2 Nuclear Power Plant, licensed to the
Commonwealth Edison Company, is an operating plant located near the
town of Cordova, Illinois. The NRC regulates security practices for
the plant in accordance with 10 CFR 73, and these practices are car-
ried out through an NRC-approved Security Plan, with implementing
procedures. The Quad-Cities plant, utilizes the services of ,a
contract security guard company, Burns International (Burns).

REASON FOR INVESTIGATION

On September 27, 1978, an Individual (Individual "A") contacted the
NRC Daty Officer and indicated that he wished to register complaints
concerning the contract security force at the Quad-Cities plant.
Various complaints were made concerning two Burns site security
supervisors. On September 28, 1978, two individuals (Individuals
"A" and "B") contacted Region III (RIII) and made several allega-
tions, some of which appeared to indicate security violations of
NRC regulations. After a review of these allegations a NRC investi-
gation was initiated into these matters.

SUMMARY OF FACTS

On September 28, 1978, Individuals "A" and "B" contacted RIII by

telephone and discussed various complaints with Mr. J. F. Donahue,

"Sief, Security Section. Several complaints had to do with personal
;,roblems and disagreements with Burns site security supervisors, and
other labor-management matters which are not under NRC authority
and therefore will not be dealt with in this report. During the

some firearmsdiscussions, allegations were made which indicated that
qualifications for contract guards may have not been properly
accomplished.

Individuals "A" and "B" were contacted by telephone on October 4,
1978, and their concerns were discussed in general terms. The
function and scope of NRC rebelations were explained, and items of
concern which fell within NRC jurisdiction were discussed in more
detail.
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Individuals "A", "B", and "C" (a former guard) were interviewed on
November 1, 1978. Discussion with them resulted in allegations

relating to past firearms qualifications performed at Quad-Cities,
and records relating to those qualifications. These allegations are

as follows:

1. In some cases, guards qualified at less than the specified
distance.

2. Some targets fired by Individual "B" were utilized as qualifi-
cation records for guards who had been properly qualified, but
their targets ha.d been lost.

3. Target scores were changed on some records.

4. Additional shots were fired into targets for guards who were
having trouble naking a qualifying score.

Individuals "A", "B", and "C" stated that these incidents had
occurred in the past, and that the most recent series of firearms
qualifications had been properly performed.

RIII personnel conducted an investigation at the Quad-Cities site
during November 1-3, and 7-8, 1978. During these visits, confid-
ential interviews were held, and site documents were reviewed.
Firearms qualification records, including the targets themselves,
qualification statements, and individuals qualification summaries
were reviewed and compared with each other.

It was determined that the guard contractor had identified several
instances where guards had been firearms qualified at distances
which were less than required. At this time no NRC requirements
had been imposed on firearm qualification distance (only that an
individual be qualified). It was further determined that when the
contractor was made aware of the distance problem, all guards at the
site were requalified at the corrected distance. It was also deter-
mined that the licensee had identified, at other sites, the contractor's
practice of utilizing non-sequential firearm targets for qualification,
rather than firing targets sequentially and using a score for the
entire sequence. The licensee had advised the contractor to discontinue
this practice. No NRC position has been developed on this practice,
but it is not a standardized method which is accepted by law enforcement
agencies with firearms qualification programs.
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A visit was made to the Rockford, Illinois, office of Burns

International. During this visit, files not available at the Quad-
Cities site were reviewed, and discussions were held with Burns
personnel concerning firearms qualifications, records, and present
site practices.

No evidence could be developed by the NRC to indicate that guard
targets were in fact falsified or target scores manipulated, as
alleged. In addition, no evidence could be developed to substantiate

the allegation that extra shots had been fired into some targets.

During the review of firearm qualification documents at the facility,
RIII personnel observed that the signature of a Burns firearms
instructor appeared questionable. On a subsequent visit to the
Rockford, Illinois, of fice of Burns, this signature was shown to the
individual, who indicated that the signature was not his. The
signature in question was to indicate that he had reviewed the
firearms qualification document, which was found to be accurate.
Thus the questionable signature did not bring the guard's firearms
qualification into question.

Burns personnel indicated they would review other site documentation
to determine if other falsified signatures were contained in the
firearms qualification files. Burns indicated (see Exhibit III)
that their review did not reveal any other falsified qualifications
forms signatures, and they were unable to positively identify the
individual who had falsified the signature. They stated that it was
possible that a former administrative clerk had signed the form as a
" matter of expediency" without permission.

CONCLUSIONS

1. None of the allegations pertained to the latest f' rearms
qualifications for guards present at the Quad-Cities site.

2. Several firearms qualifications had been performed at a
distance less than required by the guard contractor's
procedures. This was detected by the contractor and proper
corrective action was taken. All site guards were properly
requalified after the problem was identified.
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3. The licensee identified the contractor's practice of allowing
nonsequential firearms qualification target firing and issuing
instructions to stop the practice.

4. No evidence was developed to show that firearms qualifications
had been falsified by extra shots, target switching or target
score manipulation.

5. No items of noncompliance with NRC requiretnents were observed.
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DETAILS

Persons Contacted

Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO)

*N. Kalivianakis, Station Superintendent
*G. Toleski, Security Administrator
*K. Graser, Administrative Assistant

Burns International (Burns)

C. Pillow, District Manager
D. Ekebom, Security Consultant
C. Carter, Lieutenant
D. Murphy, Guard Captain
B. Reynolds, Administrative Clerk

Individuals

Individuals "A" through "M"

* Denotes those present Juring the exit interview.

Scope and Chronology

This investigation focused on allegations provided by Individuals "A"
and "B", regarding past firearms qualifications performed for Quad-Cities
security personnel.

On September 27, 1978, Individual "A" contacted the Duty Officer IE

Headquarters.

On September 28, 1978, RIII contacted Individuals "A" and "B" by
telephone.

On October 4, 1978, Individuals "A" and "B" were telephonically inter-

viewed by RIII personnel.

On November 1, 1978, Individuals "A" and "B" were interviewed.

On November 2-3 and 7-8, 1978, RIII personnel visited the Quad-Cities site.

On February 2, 1979, RIII personnel visited the Burns Branch Office
in Rockford, Illinois.
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Initial Contact

On September 27, 1978, Mr. R. Paulus, Headquarters Senior Programs
Specialist, (while in Duty Officer status) received a telephone call
from Individual "A" a contractor employee. Individual "A" discussed
various problems and complaints he had relative to the guard force
at the Quad-Cities plant. Individual "A" indicated that he had no
real problem with Commonwealth Edison, except that the company did
not support the guards when problems arose. Individual "A" made
several charges related to personal problems between himself and
certain guards, and to the conduct of several Burn's site security
supervisory personnel.

Individual "A" was informed that the NRC Region III (RIII) office had
jurisdiction over the Quad-Cities plant, and that RIII would be in con-
tact with him within a few days. The RIII phone number was provided
to Individual "A".

Telephone Contact on September 28, 1978

On September 28, 1978, Individual "A" and Individual "B", a Quad-Cities
security guard, contacted RIII by telephone, and discussed their con-
cerns with the Chief of the Security Section. During the conversation,
Individual "B" made several statements which indicated that the past
firearms qualifications had not been properly conducted, although
Individual "B" stated that the latest round of firearms qualifications
were properly performed.

Individual "B" indicted that guards were initially qualified at fifty
feet rather than seventy-five feet, that Individual "B's" targets were
utilized to qualify Individual "C", and that one guard, Individual "D",

could not qualify while being assigned as a guard at the Quad-Cities
site. Several other comments were made concerning problems not within
NRC jurisdiction. Individuals "A" and "B" were advised of which areas
were of concern to the NRC, and were advised of the names of other agencies,
which might have an interest in the other areas discussed.

'

Security Program Review

A review of security program requirements in the licensee's approved
security plan for the period in question indicates that:

1. Security guards were required to qualify with firearms on an annual
basis.
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2. The security plan only requires " familiarization and qualification"
with firearms, but does not specify extent of training nor details
such as the distance at which firearms qualifications will be
pe rfo rmed. While such details may be included in the contract
between the licensee and the contract security agency, no NRC
requirements or commitments to the NRC were in effect.

3. There was no commitment, and no NRC requirement, that qualification
or requalification targets be retained. This was determined to
be a procedure voluntarily set up by the contract guard agency.

Interviews Held on November 1, 1978

Individuals "A", "B", and "C" were interviewed by RIII personnel on
November 1, 1978. RIII personnel advised these individuals of the
function and scope of NRC regulations, and briefly discussed complaints
which were considered labor-management matters or pertained to other
agencies.

Individual "B" stated that previous guard qualifications had been
performed at fif ty feet rather than at the required seventy-five
feet, and that one guard, Individual "D", had qualified at thirty-
five feet, due to inability to qualify at longer distances. Individual
"B" further indicated that proper firearms qualifications, at seventy-
five feet had been performed in May or June of 1978 and that all
guards had qualified properly.

Individual "B" stated that targets were " mixed and matched" (not fired
sequentially), some 4-6 target sets were lost following qualification
of several security guards, and that some practice targets were
utilized for providing records that the qualifications were completed.
Individual "B" stated that this was done to fulfill an NRC or Commonwealth
Edison requirement for maintaining qualification targets. It was

indicated that the guards had qualified as required, only other
targets had to be utilized to complete their record files.

Individual "C" stated that she had been personally involved with
guard documentation, and was aware that in March of 1977, some six
qualifications targets were " missing". She also indicated that in
some cases, scores on targets and training tests had been changed.
No specifics were provided.

Individual "C" stated that she did not know whether Individual "D"
had qualified at thirty-five feet or fifty feet.
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Past and present NRC requirements related to firearms qualifications
were discussed and names of other individuals who might be able to
provide additional information or corroborate information were provided
to RIII personnel by Individuals "A", "B", and "C".

Contact with Individual "D"

Individual "D" was contacted by telephone on November 2, 1978. She
stated that she had qualified at twenty-five feet , and that others,
who had trouble qualifying at this distance, were qualified at
distances ranging from fif teen to twenty feet.

Individual "D" indicated that she did not qualify at seventy-five feet
until last June. She stated that Individual "J" a guard supervisor,
came to a six-month requalification, found that it was being done at
fifty-five feet, and " blew the whole thing up". She indicated as a
result of this, the training officer was suspended and the guards were
r e-q uali fi ed.

Individual "D" indicated that no representative from Commonwealth Edison
had ever attended the firearms qualification sessions to observe the
guards, and that the guards had not fired the targets in series (fired
one type of target until the score was acceptable, then fired other
types).

Contact with Individual "E"

Individual "E's" name had been provided to the RIII personnel as an
individual who could possibly provide additional information concerning
improper guard practices. Individual "E", a former security guard,
was contacted on November 2, 1978.

Individual "E" stated that she and another guard were the last two guards
to successfully qualify with firearms. She indicated that she was within

few points of qualification when the training officer placed one ofa

her targets up and fired additional shots into the target to produce
a passing score. She stated that , Individual "I" was at the range with
her at the time, and would know about the additional shots. Individual
"E" further stated that these comments applied to a qualification performed
at fif ty feet, and that a subsequent qualification done at seventy-five
feet was properly performed.

Individual "E" indicated that she was not aware that any firearms
qualification targets were missing from the site files.

Individual "E" stated that Individual "G" performed the firearms
qualification where additional shots were added to the target, and
that this took place at the Clinton Armory range on the fifteenth or
sixteenth of May, 1978.

-9-
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Contact with Individual "C"

Individual "C" was contacted by telephone on November 2, 1978. She
was asked to provide additional information regarding allegations of
target falsification and score changing.

Individual "C" stated that she was involved with changing the forms,
and that six targets were found to be missing, although the scores
were available. When questioned as to the target score changing,
Individual "C" indicated that "probably two, at least one" score had
been changed. She indicated that Individual "G" was the training
officer during the time period in question.

Individual "C" indicated that she had difficulty qualifying during the
last round of qualifications performed at seventy-five feet, and then
had left employment at the site. She indicated that the last firearms
qualification had been properly performed.

Visit to Quad-Cities Site on November 2-3 and 8-9, 1978

RIII personnel visited the Quad-Cities site during November 2-3 and 8-
9, 1978. During these visits discussions and interviews were held with
licensee and Burns site security supervisory personnel, security guards
were interviewed, pertinent records were reviewed, including firearms
qualification records, qualification targets, and personnel files.
Particular attention was given to records pertaining to individuals
previously named as having questionable records.

Review of Qualification Targets

No evidence was developed which indicated that firearms qualification
targets had been falsified. Licensee and Burns personnel indicated
that there was no written requirement to retain firearms qualification
targets, although they had been retained as a matter of custom.

All stored qualification targets were reviewed by RIII personnel. It

was revealed that there were no procedures for signing targets or
recording scores. The majority of the targets were signed and dated,
often with a countersignature by a Burns Regional Representative,
individual target scores and a total score noted on the top (of
three required for qualification) targets. However, some targets
were not signed, some were not dated, and some did not indicate
total score. A number of the targets were signed in the same
handwriting, apparently that of the range officer, for the particular
qualification series. The targets were whole, and casually stored,
without any attempt to file as to individual or as to date of qualification.
Due to the volume of targets, no attempt was made to verify that all
targets had been retained.
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During the review, targets were examined for evidence of falsification
from false bullet holes or more bullet holes than required for

q uali fica t ion. No indications of target tampering were observed by
RIII personnel.

Record Review

Qualification records for those individuals named as having allegedly
altered records were reviewed, and an audit of other qualification
records was performed. It was observed that a small number of
records had changes made with " white-out". A comparison of these
records with target scores indicated that the changes reflected
corrections of addition errors or clerical errors made in recording
scores. The targets and scores for Individual "H", alleged to have
been among those with missing targets were compared. The targets
appeared genuine, having been signed in what appeared to be the
individual's handwriting, (compared with file signatures), and the
record score had been corrected to reflect an addition error caused
by interpreting a zero as an eight (eight points had been subtracted).
The corrected score was well in excess of the required qualifying
score. The previous qualification for this individual was also
reviewed and found to be acceptable.

Records reviewed indicated that Individual "D", had qualified during
December of 1978, prior to employment at the Quad-Cities site.

Discussions with Licensee and Burns Personnel

Discussions with licensee and Burns personnel indicated that Commonwealth
Edison, during a review performed at another Nuclear site, had found
that security guards were not using sequential targets for firearms
q uali fica tion. Three targets (slow, timed, and rapid fire) were being
utilized for qualification, and repeated attempts at each type of target
were being allowed at the Quad-Cities site. The licensee did not consider

this a good practice, and informed Burns International, by memo, that
complete strings of three targets .would be required for subsequent
firearms qualifications, as at other Commonwealth Edison Nuclear Sites.

Burns personnel indicated that Individual "G" had been promoted to the

position of training officer, and began requalifications of guards
presently onsite. They stated that a National Guard Armory range, which
lacked distance markings, had been utilized for requalifications.
They indicated that a Burns Captain visited the range and noticed that
the firing line was less than seventy-five feet from the targets. The
distance was corrected, and Individual "G" was advised to assure that
the distance was correct for future qualifications. The next day, another
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visit was made, and the distance was found to be less than seventy-five
feet again. Burns personnel stated that Individual "G" was suspended
and requalifications were performed for all personnel on the site.
Burns personnel indicated that this caused irritation on the part of

guards who were required to perform additional requalifications.

Interview of Individual "G"

Individual "G" was interviewed by RIII personnel on November 3, 1978.
He stated that he had teen made training officer and ran the requalifications
for guards during May-June 1978 (approximately). Individual "G" indicated

that some guards had trouble qualifying, and had to come to the range
several times, even though non-sequential target firing was allowed
at the time.

Individual "G" stated that no extra shots were ever fired into targets
while he was present at firearms qualifications, and that no individuals
were allowed to move up closer to the targets. He indicated that multiple
firings at targets were common (nonsequential firing), but no falsification
of any kind had been done.

Individual "G" described the discovery of the distance discrepancy
and indicated that all guards had been requalified as soon as possible
following the discovery.

Interview of Individual "I"

Individual "I" was interviewed by RIII personnel on November 3, 1978.
Individual "I" had been named as being present when extra shots were
fired into Individual "E's" target.

Individual "I" indicated that he and Individual "E" had difficulty

qualifying, and had to shoot the qualification series over several
times. He stated that he was not aware of any extra shots being

fired into his or Individual "E's" targets.

Interview with Individual "L"

Individual "L", the record clerk for Burns at Quad-Cities, was
interviewed on November 3, 1978. She stated that she had been
records clerk since March of 1978, and was not aware that any fire-

arms qualification targets were ever missing from their records.
Individual "L" indicated that she did not know of any reason why the

qualification targets were retained, but that she had been told to
retain them.
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Interview with Individual "J"

Individual "J", was interviewed on November 8, 1978. He indicated
that in the past, various individuals had served as range officer
and training officer. He stated that individuals from other Burns
of fices had served as range officers for prior guard classes, and
later individuals from the site security force were selected to
function as range of ficers, with qualification documentation being
reviewed by Mr. David Ekebom of the Burns Rockford office.

Individual "J" further indicated there was no requirement that he was
aware of for retaining targets, and that no procedure for labeling
targets had been implemented. He indicated that until the practice was
prohibited, targets were not shot sequentially, and that often guards
would successfully complete one or two targets on one day, then return
another day, not find the previous targets, and have to shoot the entire
sequence again. Individual "J" stated that he was not aware of any
target substitution, and did not believe that anyone would do this since
target retention was not a formal requirement. He stated that target
scores were changed if a review of the target indicated that the scoring
had not been correct initially, but denied that any scores had been
falsified for any reason.

Individual "J" stated that, with the exception of the corrected distance
discrepancy, the firearms qualification program was properly performed
and he knew of no irregularities.

Interview of Individual "K"

Individual "K" was interviewed on November 9, 1978. He stated that he
had been range of ficer for some groups, but Burns personnel from other
of fices had performed the majority of range qualifications. He indicated
that he was not aware of any " missing" targets, and stated that he found
the allegation hard to believe. Individual "K" stated that the firearms
qualification program had been honestly run.

Visit to Rockford Of fice of Burns International

During record reviews at the Quad-Cities site, it was found that files
for some named individuals were not present at the site. This was due to
the individual having left employment at the site (some files for former
employees were still available). It was the contractor practice to
remove personnel files of individuals who lef t the site, and retain
those files at the contractors branch office. The majority of names
provided to RIII personnel were found to be former employees of Burns.
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In addition, during the record review, a signature on a firearms record
was found to be questionable, and the signature was that of a Burns
official from the Rockford office.

A visit to the Burns office was delayed due to scheduling problems until
February 2, 1979. During that visit, RIII personnel reviewed pertinent
records and held discussion with Burns management personnel.

Burns personnel discussed the discovery that the distance to the targets
was less than seventy-five feet, and described corrective actions taken.
They also advised of the discovery and correction of the practice of
firing non-sequential targets for firearms qualification.

Burns personnel also indicated that they had advised their site personnel
to retain qualification targets although there was no formal requirement
to keep them.

They further indicated that the retention of qualification targets was
meant to provide additional verification, beyond other records, that
guards had been properly qualified. However, no formal method of retain-
ing, labeling, or signing these targets had been implemented.

A qualification form for Individual "M", found to have a questionable
signature (see Exhibit I) was discussed with Burns personnel. RIII
personnel had reviewed a qualification target which supported this
document, and found that other qualifications forms for the same
individual indicated that the firearms qualification had taken place
(see Exhibit II). Exhibit II contains a valid signature.

Mr. David Ekebom, Burns Security Consultant and authorized firearms
instructor, stated that the signature on Exhibit I was not his. He
indicated that his signature indicates that he has reviewed the
qualification form.

RIII personnel expressed concern that other signatures contained in
the Quad-Cities security files might not be valid. Burns personnel
committed to performing a review of security documentation at the
site to determine if other signatures were not valid.

Review Performed by Burns International

On February 12, 1979, Burns advised RIII that they had reviewed the
Quad-Cities files and had not found any additional questionable
cignatures. (see Exhibit III). No conclusive information was
developed as to who might have falsified Mr. Ekebom's signature.
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Exit Interview

On March 9, 1979, a telephonic exit interview was held with Mr. Garey
Toleski, Quad-Cities Security Administrator. RIII personnel advised the
licensee of the scope and findings of the investigation, and that RIII
had not been able to substantiate allegations concerning the Quad-Cities
security guard force. It was noted that the license, and contractor had
previously detected deviations from good practice and corrected those
practices (distance from firearms targets, non-sequential firing of
qualification targets) indicating proper control of their program. RIII
personnel noted that none of the allegations had placed current qualifica-
tions in question, and that recent regulatory changes would require more
review and an audit of the contract guard function by the licensee.

Mr. Toleski indicated that utility representatives now make unannounced
visits during firearms qualifications, to insure that they are conducted
properly, and a procedure has been developed to uniquely identify fired
targets. He stated that each target utilized for qualification is signed
by the individual qualifying and by the range officer. Mr. Toleski also
indicated that interviews are held with newly hired guards to gauge the
security contractor's training and firearms qualifications program.

ATTACHMENTS :
Exhibits I, II, and III
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TO WHOM IT MAY C01:CERN:

ON THE ABOVE INDICATED DATE I"di"Id"*l "M"
FIRED A SCORE OF 2p/ bUT 01' 3pa. Tif., COUus Or' F.t.w .:ASTHE NRA SHORT COURSo ( AS UU.TLINED 4N NRC REGULATORY GUIDE 5.20,

,

APPENDIX C). THE SCORING SEQUENCE UAS AS FOLLOUS:

SLOW FIRE [ OUT OF 100 POINTS.

TIMED FIRu 75 - Our OF 100 POINTS.
.

RAPID FIRE OUT OF 100 POINTS.
.

.

SIGNATURE: dt-(/ hq
~

BURNS INTERNATIONAL SECURITY SERVICES, INC.
AUTHORIZED FIREAR:IS INSTRUCTOR

,
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Burns International Security Services Inc. -

510 North Church Street, Suite 420
A ock f ord, Ilhnois 61103

Tel. 815 964-9466

February 12, 1979

Mr. James E. Foster
Investigation Specialist
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region 111
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen F11yn, Illinois 60137

Dear Mr. Foster:

As per your request, a thorough investigation of our
training files at the Commonwenith Fdison plant in
Cordova, Illinois was c o n d tete d b y m y s e l f . Captain
David Murphy and Bonnie Reynolds.

The only documents found that proved questionable as
pertaining to my signature were those of one Individual "M".

It would appear that possibly the administrative clerk,
since terminated, signed my signature to guard "M"
records as a matter of expediency and without my per-
mission or knowledge.

Guard "M" did in fact qualify and it would appear
that I had inadvertently failed to sign his records
at the time of qualification.

If I can be of any further assistance, please do not
hesitate to conta t e.

*

David E. Ekebo
Certified Instructor

3 215
DEE:ps

D**D "
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